NINE TIMES SOCIAL & PLEASURE CLUB

ALONG WITH LADY NINE TIMES, 9SL, 9 TIMES KIDS, 9X UNTOUCHABLE DIVAZ & ONLY THE FAMILY (OTF)

23RD ANNUAL SECONDLINE PARADE

NOVEMBER 21, 2021

FORMATION TIME: 11:30AM
PARADE START TIME: 12:00 NOON

START 3059 HIGGINS BLVD (G.W. CARVER HIGH SCHOOL) DOWN HIGGINS BLVD. TO LOUISA ST.
RIGHT ON LOUISA ST. CONTINUE DOWN LOUISA ST. LEFT ON NORTH DORGENOIS ST.
CONTINUE ON NORTH DORGENOIS ST TO DESIRE ST RIGHT ON DESIRE ST.
CONTINUE DOWN DESIRE STREET TO NORTH CLAIBORNE AVE. STOP 1601 DESIRE ST.

CONTINUE ON DESIRE ST. TO ST CLAUDE AVE. RIGHT ON ST CLAUDE AVE. CONTINUE ON ST CLAUDE AVE.
TO LOUISA ST. STOP 3200 ST CLAUDE AVE. (CTC STEPPERS)

CONTINUE ON ST. CLAUDE AVE OVER THE TRACKS TO FRANKLIN AVE. STOP (X’QUISITE STYLEZ APPAREL) 2600 ST CLAUDE AVE.

RIGHT ON FRANKLIN AVE. CONTINUE ON FRANKLIN AVE TO ALMONASTER, MERGE ONTO ALMONASTER AVE CONTINUE ON ALMONASTER AVE
STOP 2121 ALMONASTER AVE. (OTF SOCIAL & PLEASURE CLUB)

CONTINUE DOWN ALMONASTER AVE OVER THE ALMONASTER BRIDGE TO HIGGINS BLVD
RIGHT ON HIGGINS BLVD CONTINUE DOWN HIGGINS BLVD TO LOUISA ST RIGHT ON LOUISA ST
END 3512 LOUISA ST (X’QUISITE STYLEZ BARBERSHOP)

2021 MS. 9 TIMES: TYLER CALISTE & TERINEAKA CRAWFORD
2021 MR. 9 TIMES: ROMALAS “BINO” NEVILLE
2021 QUEEN: ARNELL “NELL” LEWIS  2021 KING: JEREL BRYANT
THANK YOU GOD, THANK YOU 9TH WARD, THANK YOU NORMAN DIXON FOUNDATION

NINTHWARD HOLIDAY WHO YOU WITH?!?!